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2014 has been a really busy, fun and exciting year for us
and we’re stoked to put in the sweaty hours and lengthy
miles in order to share good times and skate some of
the best spots out there on the road.  As we’ve stockpiled
plenty of experiences, we’ve gained new friends
and received a wealth of feedback on our products too.

All the while, we coAll the while, we continue to progress and learn and roll out
new lines of goods each season that reflect our lives through
skateboarding. So have a look at our latest offering of skate
decks and sogoods and get on board and roll with us.
 
Ever since we started up in July of 2010, our motto has been
#SkateEverything and we’re gonna keep it that way.
TThanks for your stoke and support! FALL 2014



Kevin Kowalski
SPLIFF DOG
8.375” x 32.12”
14.25” Wheelbase

Built by Dreamland Skateparks and financed primarily through his
earnings from professional competitions over the span of two summers,

Kevin Kowalski worked hard to turn his backyard into his very own skatepark
better known as "Kowalskiland." This signature deck featuring his dog Spliff

symbolizes the notion that indeed, dreams can become reality.



Kevin Kowalski
Skate Parks
8.25“ x 32.12”
14.25” WHeelbase



Much like Mark Scott’s creative drive and
determination, we completely barged and

freestyled this new skate graphic
with the help and illustration mastery of 
midwest based artist Casey McKinley.

The Shotcrete Zombie, Mark’s fourth
 sign signature deck with Lifeblood, is one

 for the lifers, the renegades and gnarlers
out there skating and creating new

radical spots everyday !

Mark Scott
Shotcrete Zombie
8.25’’ x 32.12’’
14.25” Wheelbase



Diamond Blood
8.25’ x 32.12’’
14.25” Wheelbase

Corpo Robbery
8.38’ x 32.38’’
14.50” Wheelbase

Gassed Vacation
8.50’ x 32’’

14.50” Wheelbase

Masks serve as forms of creativity,
character, hidden Identity, and protection.
We enlisted Andrew Pommier to illustrate this veiled
series of brilliant decks for our Fall 2014 line and we are juiced.
Check out his selection of work at www.andrewpommier.com
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Skate Mattress
8.625” x 32.50’’
15” Wheelbase

“Every skate scene has ‘em. They’re shared and passed

around a bit until the routine becomes worn out.”
- Peter Long 

Adam Hopkins



Lifeblood Logo - Green/Yellow
Available in four Sizes
8.0” x 31.5”   8.25” x 32”

8.5” x 32.5”   9.0” x 32.875” 

Inspiration comes in many forms. Our newest
Lifeblood Logo decks pay tribute to one of the world’s
most recognized American brands that serves as a symbol of
quality, innovation and good, hard work for more than135 years. 
We totally stand behind this colorway and those values. 



Coffee Cruiser
7.625” x 30.25”
14.50” Wheelbase

Coffee Cruiser Grande
8.50” x 32”

14.50” Wheelbase

We’ve paired our original and widely popular Coffee Cruiser
with a newer and larger shape - the Coffee Crusier Grande.
These individually themed graphics come from our friends and
artists, Chicago’s Adam De Varney and local Portlander
Andy Thompson. Both of these decks are primed for a great 
and effective way to physically say “no” to plastic while having
a blaa blast along your favorite route to those favorite skate spots
and of course, the neighborhood coffee shop.

Have a go with your cup of Joe!

Please visit www.adamdevarney.com and instagram.com/andyrthompson



Jack Grover

MINI-shred
29.125” x 7.5”
12” wheelbase

Specifically sized and produced
for the upstarts and young guns,
these smaller, yet functional decks
support a beginner’s developmental
progression and retain excitment.

Once a kid experiences a Lifeblood
Mini-ShMini-Shred deck, they’ll never stray
toward an inferior “toy” skateboard

or another scooter again!



Kevin Kowalski
Spliff Dog
8.375” x 32.12”
14.25” Wheelbase

Mark “Red” Scott
Shotcrete Zombie
8.25” x 32.12”
14.25” Wheelbase

Bryce Kanights
OG Graffiti
8.625” x 32.50”
15” Wheelbase

Skate Mattress
Team Shape
8.625” x 32.50”
15” Wheelbase

Kevin Kowalski
Skate Parks
8.25” x 32.12”
14.25” Wheelbase



Diamond Blood
8.25” x 32.12’’
14.25” Wheelbase 

Corpo Robbery
8.375” x 32.38’’
14.50” Wheelbase 

Gassed Vacation
8.50” x 32’’

14.50” Wheelbase 

Coffee Cruiser Grande
8.50” X 32“

14.50” Wheelbase 

Mini-Shred
29.125” x 7.50’’
12” Wheelbase 

OG Coffee Cruiser
7.625” x 30.25’’
14.50” Wheelbase 



Flat fold
Coozie

Plasmatic Pieces
1” Hardware

LIFEBLOOD BEanies
Brown/Red
Black/White

Lifeblood Snapbacks
Grey/Red   Green/Yellow    Black/White

Let’s face it. Skateboarding hurts.
make use of our prime 65-piece Slam Repair Kit
in order to fix those scrapes
at home or on the road.



THUNDERBIRD RAGLAN
White and NAVY w/RED Artwork 

smL, MED, LRG, XLG

Frank Richardson

Skate Everything
black/White OR Heather Grey/Red

smL, MED, LRG, XLG

ESTD. 2010
Navy Pocket Tee

smL, MED, LRG, XLG



Skate Everything Pullover
Hooded Sweatshirt
Kelly Green w/Yellow
smL, MED, LRG, XLG

Zippered Logo
 Hooded Sweatshirt
Heather Grey w/RED 
smL, MED, LRG, XLG



©lifebloodskateboards2014

CONNECT & FOLLOW US 
www.lifebloodskateboards.com   facebook.com/lifebloodskateboards
Instagram - @lifebloodskateboards  Twitter - @lifebloodskate

Premieres online October 27th
at Thrashermagazine.com

new Lifeblood video!
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